**L infinito**

*Using the elements given, write sentences like in the example*

1. **Beth/rich/poor**
   - Beth is not rich. She is poor.

2. **David and Janet /at the cinema/at home.**

3. **My Pc/old/new**

4. **you/thin/fat**

5. **My name / not Bill. It / Billy**

6. **She/English/French**

7. **Ronald and I/friends/brothers**

**Soluzioni:**

1. Beth is not rich. She is poor.
2. David and Janet are not at the cinema. They are at home.
3. My Pc is not old. It is new.
4. You are not thin. You are fat.
5. My name is not Bill. It is Billy.
6. She is not English. She is French.
7. Ronald and I are not friends. We are brothers.
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